FEATURED IDEAS

™

For Forex Traders

GETTING STARTED WITH FEATURED IDEAS™
Featured Ideas™ For Forex Traders delivers live intraday trade ideas based on the
pattern recognition trusted from Recognia for nearly two decades. Users gain access
to a universe of unbiased trade ideas based on backtested technical strategies.
Featured Ideas helps you:
•

Build your trading skill set with a uniquely transparent and educational experience.
Learn about the patterns and technical events found or save a trade idea to watch
how it works out over time.

•

Tailor ideas to your individual preferred currency pairs, holding timeframes and
technical analysis methods with our automated and personalized settings.

•

Time your trades and monitor your portfolio easily, with our updates whenever a
significant Technical Event® occurs.
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Take a look around
Welcome to Featured Ideas! Here’s a quick overview of the products key features and
where you can find them.
1.

The Ideas: Let us suggest up to 10 live
ideas filtered through your criteria

6. Trade Now: Don’t miss out on a great
idea. This button takes you to your
trading platform.

2. The Trend: Quickly assess if an idea is
bullish or bearish.

7. Send to mobile device: Click here for a
mobile friendly link

3. What Recognia Found: Here you’ll find
a summary of why Recognia chose this
trade idea

8. On a touch screen? Swipe through the
different trade ideas and expand the
charts!

4. Pattern Found: Develop your skills in
technical analysis! Hover over the pattern
to learn more about it developed and
what it suggests.

9. Want a closer look? Click here to
expand the chart and adjust the chart’s
timeframe

5. “Watch” an idea: This button let’s you
hang on to an idea and check back
later, to see how it performed over time.

10. Custom Settings: We’ll provide ideas
personalized to your prefered pairs and
trading style!
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Customize your settings
Customize the filters so you only receive ideas that match your unique trading style
and interests.
1.

Currency Pairs: Type a symbol or name to add any currency pairs you’re interested in
trading.

2. Bar sizes and Holding Timeframes: Let us know weither you want ideas shown across 5, 15,
30 or 60 minute charts and specify how long you want to hold on to your position.
3. Technical Filters: Have a favourite chart pattern? Love trading the MACD? Check any that
apply.
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Learn about each event found
Develop your understanding of technical analysis. Featured Ideas’ transparent
commentary allows you to better understand patterns and trends found.
1.

Hover over any pattern name to learn more how the pattern developed and what
it means for it signals as a trade idea.

2.

Check out “What Recognia Found” for a breakdown of all the Technical Events
that have occured on that currency pair
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Watch an idea
Save your trade ideas to see how they perform over time.
1.

“Watch” an idea by clicking the button beside the chart views.

2.

Use the star in the top right corner to view all your saved ideas

3.

If the idea has expired, we’ll let you know.
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Want a closer look?
1.

Click the symbol to enlarge the chart and get a more detailed view.

2.

Adjust the chart timeframe by dragging the highlighted area.
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About the TRADING CENTRAL Group
The TRADING CENTRAL Group is a leading global provider of investment research and financial
market commentary, analyzing over 72K instruments. Combining expert analyst insight and
unparalleled pattern recognition, The TRADING CENTRAL and RECOGNIA brands have set the
standard for technical analysis and quantitative research for nearly two decades. Markets never
sleep, and with offices in Paris, London, New York, Hong Kong and Ottawa, TRADING CENTRAL
is always there to support your decision making.

Learn more at www.tradingcentral.com/featuredideas

